
Purpose...

The AUXCRSQ allows any 
auxiliary source to be connected
directly to the Chrysler 
corporation vehicles listed
below. The AUXCRSQ easily

plugs into the factory radio via its included interface cable.
Features...

The AUXCRSQ utilizes sophisticated microprocessor control,
ultra-reliable construction, and advanced software design to
flawlessly match the vehicle operating system.

The SoundGate AUXCRSQ works in the following Chrysler
Corporation vehicles:

Why SoundGate Dealers
have the edge...
The technologies used in today’s
vehicles are as sophisticated as in
any laptop computer. At SoundGate
we believe these new technologies
are full of opportunities for mobile
electronic dealers across the
nation. We make it a high priority
to not only research these new 
systems, but to understand them
and their impact on the aftermarket
car audio industry. Armed with this 
knowledge, we are well equipped to
help you integrate new components
into these systems with our 
innovative, high-performance 
interfaces and unparalleled 
technical support.

www.soundgate.com

Be Sure To Ask Your Autosound
Specialist About These Other

Exciting SoundGate Products...

• Auxiliary Input Interfaces and Docking
Stations which allow you to input the
audio from MP3, DVD/Video, Satellite
Radio, and more to OEM and 
aftermarket car audio systems

• High-performance Radio Replacement
Interfaces for seamlessly integrating
new receivers or CD players into OEM
audio systems

• Competition-Grade Interfaces
for adding amplifiers

• Remote Audio Control Interfaces that
let you control aftermarket receivers
and CD players from your factory rear
seat, or steering-wheel-mounted
audio controls.

• And many others!

Copyright© 2004-2007 SoundGate®.
All Rights Reserved. 
SoundGate® is a registered trademark of
Stillwater Designs, Inc. 
All other trademarks are the property of their
respective owners.
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AUXCRSQ

Chrysler
2002-04 300M
2002-04 Concorde
2002-03 LHS
2002-05 Neon
2004-07 Pacifica
2002-05 PT Cruiser
2002-06 Sebring
2002-06 Town and Country Van
2002-03 Voyager
Dodge
2002-06 Caravan

2002-04 Dakota
2002-03 Durango
2002-04 Intrepid
2002-05 Neon/SRT
2002-05 Pickup - All Full-Size
2002-05 Stratus
2002-04 Grand Cherokee
2002-05 Liberty
2003-05 Wrangler

Plymouth
2002 Prowler
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A. Turn the auxiliary device on, and press the “FM” button.
Wait 20 seconds and then press the CD button. CD play should
commence immediately.

NOTE: If the radio does not initially switch to the CD mode upon pushing
the CD button, turn the radio and the ignition key to the off position.
Unplug the AUXCRSQ cable from the rear of the radio, wait 20 seconds,
and then plug the cable back in. Auxiliary source play should commence
normally. This initialization process, if necessary at all, will only need
to be done during the initial installation.
B. Replace any panels that you removed for access, and your 

installation is complete!

Step

3

Gain access to the interfacing location for your AUXCRSQ.

A. You will be connecting the SoundGate AUXCRSQ at the rear of the 
factory radio. Please consult a factory service manual for exact 
disassembly instructions if you are unsure of the procedure. Gain
access to this location.

Step

1

Mount the Auxiliary device at the desired location and 
connect cables.

A. Mount the auxiliary source following the instructions packaged with
the device.

B. Securely run an RCA extension cable from the auxiliary device to the
AUXCRSQ.

C. Plug the AUXCRSQ into the RCA cable. 
D. Plug the AUXCRSQ cable into the AUXCRSQ interface.
E. Plug the AUXCRSQ cable into the rear of the factory radio.

Step

2

Preliminary:
A. Turn the ignition key of the car to the “Off” position.  
B. Make sure the car’s factory radio is turned to the “Off” position.

If you experience any problems, call SoundGate Technical Support at 

800-256-0808, or e-mail us at sgtech@soundgate.com
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